CUBAN CONFEDERATE COLONEL

The Life of Ambrosio José Gonzales

Antonio Rafael de la Cova

_Cuban Confederate Colonel: The Life of Ambrosio José Gonzales_ tells the story of a revolutionary who figured prominently in both his native country’s struggle against Spain and the Confederacy’s fight for secession. Immortalized as the first Cuban to shed blood in the effort to oust the Spanish, Gonzales (1818–1893) managed to place himself in the center of hostilities in both his homeland and in the United States. In this biography, Antonio Rafael de la Cova examines the Cuban filibuster movement of the 1840s and 1850s, the American Civil War, and Southern Reconstruction from Gonzales’s unusual perspective as both a Cuban and Confederate rebel. In doing so, de la Cova sheds new light on the connections between Southern and Cuban society, the workings of coastal defenses during the Civil War, and the vicissitudes of Reconstruction for a Cuban expatriate.

De la Cova draws on archival sources from Cuba, Spain, and the United States to offer groundbreaking material on the filibuster movement, including the integral participation of Freemasons and the involvement of Robert E. Lee. De la Cova also documents Gonzales’s preparation of invading forces, authorship of a United States annexation manifesto, and association with influential Southern politicians.

With the failure of the 1854 filibuster attempts, Gonzales settled in the United States and married into South Carolina’s prominent Elliott family. The author traces Gonzales’s significant role in Confederate coastal defenses, his costly feud with Jefferson Davis, and his finest hour as a Confederate—as artillery commander at the Battle of Honey Hill. Following the war, the colonel pursued a variety of vocations, all of which were marginally successful, but like many others Gonzales never provided the security he sought for his extended family. De la Cova points out that while Gonzales’s connections to Cuba’s economy may have made his postwar entrepreneurial endeavors distinctive, his efforts were similar to those of other formerly wealthy Southerners who sought to recover their estates and social status.
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